Wocketʼs Wheeless Wagon

The exterior of the wagon is solid green-painted wood; A small collapsible ladder. Hangs down at the front
allowing correct-height people to enter easily when levitated. Inside the wagon the cabinetwork is dark red
polished mahogany, and the walls are grained in light-golden brown. The atmosphere is snug and homely. The
fire in the stove, if built up with windows closed for half an hour, will so heat the metal rails near the roof that
they will be too hot to hold.
The entrance is frontal and half-doored. Through it, and on your immediate left, you find a tall, narrow clothes
wardrobe and beneath it perhaps a small brush cupboard. The fireplace stands next, and is on the left as you enter.
From a point about two feet above the top of the stove, the fireplace is boxed in to form an airing cupboard. On
the front of this cupboard and above the fireplace is a brass-railed shelf
and next comes the offside window, and beneath a seat for two. The seat
flips over to reveal a workbench with attached alchemical workbench
setup. This is also where any valuables are stored and it can be secured
with four simple locks and is always arcane locked.
To the right, as you enter, is a bow-fronted corner cupboard; the top part,
having glass doors, displays a variety of labeled alchemical tools, vials
and similar paraphernalia, and the cupboard below is for boots and
cleaning gear. Opposite the fire there is another locker seat. Next to the
seat is a bow-fronted chest of drawers containing personal items, writing
implements, sewing kits, jugs, cups, and the like.
Across the back of the van is a two-berthed bed-place, the top bunk just
below the single rear window, and beneath it are two sliding doors. Inside
is space for a second sleeper bed, but this space typically contains larger
items (spades, shovels, tents, etc.) and food storage. Light is supplied
from a bracket above the chest of drawers, into which a continual light
torch is often placed. The ceiling, especially near the back area, has many
small hooks and bags and areas for putting small and medium sized items.
Although the ceiling is 6’ in height, the top 2’ near the ceiling is too full of bags, tied-up blankets and the like to
be walked under by over-height races. WeenWocket is typically to be found somewhere up there.
Attached to the back of the wagon, leaving only just enough space for two people to sit are the largest items in the
wagon; a sled, a medium-sized barrel (kept full of water via create water). Alongside the wagon sides are a 10’
pole and a 10’ ladder. Just before settling the wagon, blocks in the corners of the wagon are pulled out so it does
not rest directly on the ground, but instead is 2-4” off the ground (depending on how hard the ground is …)

